CONSORT TO LAUNCH CONSORT COLLECTION
A 44-PIECE FURNITURE LINE HANDCRAFTED IN THE US
NEW YORK (March 2018) – Consort, the celebrity interior design firm and showroom led by
Mat Sanders and Brandon Quattrone, is pleased to announce the launch of Consort Collection,
an assortment of handcrafted hardline and softline furniture. This undertaking into furniture is a
first under the brand and will be available through the online shop and in the Los Angeles and
New York retail stores Summer 2018.
Inspired by the discovery of a leather-bound journal at one of Consort’s favorite spots for
vintage in Paris, the collection marries a mystery man’s modern-day Parisian romp with
Consort’s undying obsession with French modernism. While each piece in the collection brings
to life a page from this anonymous diary, quality and craftsmanship remain at the forefront of
the collection’s identity. Each element is made by hand in six-to-eight weeks by leading
fabricators across America.
“The three big differentiators in our collection are style, customization, and price point. To
celebrate the maker movement, we’ve engaged the country’s premiere fabricators to
manufacture the pieces all within the U.S. This also offers us the flexibility to fully customize
the pieces to the client’s request,” said Consort Co-Founder Mat Sanders.
Consort Collection features 44-designs of handcrafted furniture, with a full-range of
customization options for each style, ranging from $550 - $7500. Customizable by-the-inch,
the entire collection is available in a range of premium finishes and fabrics for endless
modification options. Customers can choose from 24 finishes in Wood, Lacquer, Metal,
Plaster, Glass, and Leather to create hundreds of combinations across the range. The Consort
label of high grade linens and velvets are available in a breadth of 50 playfully chic hues in both
Studio and Premium price levels and furniture may also be ordered COM. From the 44-piece
collection, favorites include the Amour Settee, with its heart shaped-back. It is one of those
eye-catching statement styles where a simple change to the fabric or material can dramatically

change the piece’s mood. Another standout, the Marcel Sofa, offers a balance of comfort,
legance, and timeless yet modern appeal. The sculptural feel of the Petit Side Table series
adds a ton of character to a room, featuring a unique texture, available in five plaster finishes.
With Consort Collection, designers and stylish design enthusiasts looking for a collection of
elevated casual furniture that feels comfortable without sacrificing high-style now have a go-to
vendor.
“Since the inception of our interior design firm, we’ve been designing products for our clients
and showrooms. This collection reflects a refined vision and cohesive approach to a complete
furniture ensemble,” says Sanders.
Preview the Consort Collection at the AD Design Show (March 22-25), High Point Market (April
14-18) and ICFF (May 22-25). Consort is located at 6918 Melrose Avenue in Los Angeles,
Monday – Saturday from 10AM to 6PM and 155 Duane Street in New York, NY, Monday –
Sunday from 10AM to 6PM. For more information, please visit www.consort-design.com.
###
ABOUT CONSORT:
Consort was established in 2012 and offers an elevated-casual take on home design through
showrooms and interior design services in Los Angeles and New York City. We know your
home is where it all begins and ends. We know your home is ever evolving. Relax, it’s just
décor.
Mat Sanders | Co-founder & Creative Director
Stylist-turned-media director-turned designer, Mat cut his teeth editing and launching décor
pubs like Domino, MyDomaine, and Apartment Therapy before designing celeb interiors and
homes on TV.
Brandon Quattrone | Co-founder & Design Director
Architecturally-minded spacial master hailing from Soul Cycle’s design team and internationally
acclaimed SHoP Architects.
Their designs have been celebrated among their star-studded list of clientele including Jessica
Alba, Jimmy Kimmel, Ben McKenzie, Nina Dobrev, Shay Mitchell, and Sophia Bush. The firm
currently services projects from coast-to-coast. For more information, please visit Consort’s
website, www.consort-design.com.
Connect with Consort on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, and LinkedIn
@ConsortDesign.
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